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 A mod community website TBR "IL2Mod" 3.1 TBR "IL2Mod" 3.1 is a mod that lets you control planes individually and
destroy ground targets by activating different types of aerial bombs and drops. The differences between the bombs are: Bomb
Type: The specific bomb type you use. Dynamics: The range of terrain the bomb will explode on. Accuracy: How likely the
bomb will hit the target. The individual bombs are combined to make the bombs, and have several characteristics (see the

complete information in the weapon descriptions). Accuracy is affected by accuracy, radius, order, etc. Each bomb type has its
own characteristics. View video overview: References: 1. Release information Overview This mod controls the individual planes
(sort of like a war simulation). Individual planes have different strengths and weaknesses. When you fight a ground battle, some

of your planes can be called upon to support the ground battle, just like in the main mod. The planes are controlled using the
mouse. You can fly your plane (flanking or circling) around the map. You are able to use your bombs, auto-cannons and

artillery. Bombs are for ground targets, artillery for ground targets and auto-cannons for air targets. There is an overview of the
weapon system on the overview page of the mod. The aim of this mod is to provide you with the possibility to control planes
yourself. The planes will also be able to attack ground targets without you. In a ground battle, the planes will fly around your

plane, ready to support you. However, some planes will be unable to attack ground targets. There is also a full overview of the
planes in the planes page of the mod. In the planes overview, you can see the weapons the planes can use. When flying around

the map, you can use the bombs, cannons and artillery of the planes. However, you will also be able to shoot some of the planes
down. You can fly your plane in the air, or you can use the planes that have auto-cannons, artillery or bombs. If you fly your
plane into the air, you will be able to dive bombs on ground targets. The planes are controlled using their own turn orders. To

use the weapons, you need to select the weapon and activate it. However, you 82157476af
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